PureSpring Institute's

School Of Prophetic Leadership
Flagship Course

Required for Prophetic Leadership Certification (Track I)

SPL1000 - Prophetic Principles
Activating Prophetic Ministry through 4 Core Disciplines
"Go after love; still desiring to have the things which the Spirit gives, but most of all that you may
have the prophet's power." 1 Cor. 14:1 (Bible in Basic English)

Course Description
Prophetic Leadership rises from the Hebrew prophetic tradition and is rooted in Jesus Christ’s
teachings and actions. The purpose of this course is to awaken and develop the gifts and fruit of
prophetic ministry in 21st century prophetic leaders who, in turn become catalysts of kingdom
movements. The course provides both a Biblically-based and spiritually-empowering interactive
process centered on four essential disciplines for shaping effective prophetic leadership.

Course Instructors

Pr. Kathleen Verna, PureSpring Institute Director
An experienced equipper and prophetic practitioner, Pastor Verna is a creative leadership strategist and urban church planter who takes revelatory Biblical principles and practical methods
and equips a select cadre of kingdom leaders from the basics to a high level of proficiency in activating their kingdom commission.

Rev. Linda Scott is a native of Mobile, Alabama, Rev. Scott has resided in Boston’s inner-city
for the past 47 years. She studied at Muskingum College, Gordon Conwell Center for Urban
Ministerial Education, Pure Springs Institute and is certified as a Behavioral Learning Trainer
from NTL Institute, Washington, D.C. Linda Scott currently serves as an associate staff minister
at ‘Holy Tab’ and is the President of the Women’s Ministry.

Course Location

Congregation Lion of Judah, 62 Northampton St, Boston MA, 02118

Course Schedule for Fall 2019
Alternate Saturday Sessions, Sept. - Dec.
• September 28
• October 12
• November 9
• November 30
• December 14

info@purespringinstitute.org

Orientation to Prophetic Leadership
Developing Prophetic Virtue
Developing Prophetic Vision
Developing Prophetic Voice
Developing Prophetic Value

857-302-0445

9:00 am - 5:00 pm
9:00 am - 5:00 pm
9:00 am - 5:00 pm
9:00 am - 5:00 pm
9:00 am - 5:00 pm

www.purespringinstitute.org

Standard Tuition: $400 | Advance-Pay: $320 by 3/20
Includes all course materials

(Inquire about our Church Partnership Discounts, Advance-Pay, and FlexPay programs)

Course Description:
INTRODUCTION: ORIENTATION TO PROPHETIC LEADERSHIP
•
Explore the threefold process of prophecy
•
Know and implement the four disciplines of prophetic leaders
•
Apply the prophetic leadership’s empowering principle of Charisma
•
Define prophetic leadership and describe the key characteristics of prophetic leaders
•
Identify and understand your own way of leading and the gifts and skills that you bring to
prophetic leadership
SEMINAR INTENSIVE ONE
•
Embark on the prophetic journey. Understand the call to sacrifice and communion with
God
•
Develop scriptural practices of radical intimacy with God and discover and apply the levels of prophetic seeking.
•
Understand the Biblical foundations of prophetic gift versus office and measures of activation.
•
Develop prophetic character and build your lifelong prophetic credo.
•
Awaken prophetic conscience by identifying the critical issues of prophetic ethics.
SEMINAR INTENSIVE TWO
Capture and Articulate a vision of Prophetic Leadership
•
Understand the power of prophetic dreams and visions.
•
Increase ability to hear God’s voice and apply various modes of receiving revelation
•
Discern and test what is being received through various forms of revelation
•
Learn the rules of prophetic interpretation
•
Explore the scope of the prophetic seer ability: sight, insight, and foresight
SEMINAR INTENSIVE THREE
Discover and Cultivate your own voice as a Prophetic Leader
•
Identify creative channels and apply effective methods to convey prophetic messages
•
Understand the OT and NT Biblical roles of the prophet
•
Explore Hebrew prophetic speech forms and their use in current prophetic ministry
•
Examine barriers and increase capacity to overcome obstacles in prophetic delivery
SEMINAR INTENSIVE FOUR
Commit to longterm growth by increasing Prophetic Leadership value
•
Develop a prophetic leadership action plan for lifelong growth
•
Set goals for nurturing your own calling and ministry as prophetic leader
•
Find and form healthy prophetic alliances through peer networks and mentors
•
Identify the prophetic change and transformation cycle
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